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STRUCTURE EXPLANATION OF GODLAND /
INDIGENOUS BALTIC SEA ORDER.
Diarchies goals and methods
BE IT KNOWN that the Indigenous Baltic Sea Order (IBSO) is an ancient indigenous people's legal diarchy that
is part of the global indigenous Godland. The Godland diarchs are Ditta of IBSO / Godland and Leif of IBSO /
Godland . The IBSO / Godland are divine powers that recognize all existing states and their foundations as
well as international laws that protect indigenous peoples. The IBSO / Godland later here is named –
Godland. Godland diarchy orders are primary and above any local, state, union, federation or international
law there officials have failed to protect indigenous peoples. Godland is a re-established order of indigenous
peoples, which is by Indigenous Gods, since ancient times established leadership and power balance institute
(existed in Hell-sinki - see Bock saga, island Ruger, Jordbro, Old Uppsala, Koknese etc). Godland exists in a
parallel dimension to help existing states to preserve and improve their legitimate structures through the
rights of indigenous peoples.
Diarchy stops genocide by decentralizing corrupt corporations of hidden rulers
Godland diarchs challenge the rulers of the hidden totalitarian fashist New World Order who are unnamed
and unofficial but already govern the world as they have stolen the power from nations, dissolving peoples
states into corporate slavery order that through automated, digital technologies have enclosed planet's all
forms of life into technology and law matrix that uncontrollably destroys all living systems. Godland
establishes the rule of the local indigenous people and provides methods to manage and maintain Indigenous
Decentralisation of all corporations through which they have been beslaved, returning lands, housing,
communications, temples, post, schools, water, food, energy, media, labor market, and central banks
through which the NWO war mafia is financing their third world war. BE IT KNOWN that Godland diarchy is
protected by the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples as signed by the states 13.9.17.
Furthermore, Godland is based on the wisdom and power of the diarchs to reveal an ongoing genocide of
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indigenous peoples induced by NWO corporations with mainstream courts as the basic criminal foundation
of NWO - totally incapable to deliver justice, as it protects and indulges the murderous corporations.
Godlands Rule of Law manifests itself through Indigenous Courts and Banks
BE IT KNOWN that Baltic Sea Indigenous People hold Indigenous Courts as Roman law has failed ad has been
nullified. No people are judged, only companies, for all living are victims of fascist world-dis-order
corporations.
BE IT KNOWN that diarchs of Godland on June 11, 12017 have approved and empowered that the United
Nations, Vatican City parent corporation, is FORCLOSED, that Vatican City is REPOSSESSED, that the office of
“Pontiff” is RETIRED, that the Vatican is officially and lawfully DIVESTED OF POWER, that all encyclicals, bulls,
orders, decrees, and statements coming out of the Vatican City State or through any of its representatives are
NULL AND VOID UPON INCEPTION.
BE IT FURTHER KNOWN that the genocidal global banking system cancellation through Bank Charters
Cancelled document on Oct 24 2012, has been empowered by the diarchs of Godland.
BE IT KNOWN that Baltic Indigenous Bank of Godland has issued a quadrilion BIR (Baltic Indigenous Runes)
for indigenous peoples of the world. III World War is over now, if we learn to use BIR converting it 1 to 1 to
Euros. Large BIR investments can only be obtained after Local currencies and rationing of basic goods have
been organized and distributed in documented systems. Baltic Indigenous Bank of Godland offers basic
income welfare love order where valuable resources are redistributed to all and it is enough to work one year
during a century-long life. All victims receive indigenous wages, citizens' wages, indigenous decentralization
pay and various compensation for thousands of years of terror and violence, even those who have been
psyched to participate actively in democracy / genocide receive a retirement pension.
The Indigenous Baltic Sea Order / Godland immunity for diarchs and konns
BE IT KNOWN that like other monarchs, diarchs and leaders who are decisive for the preservation of life on
Mother Earth, the diarchs Ditta and Leif of Indigenous Baltic Sea Order / Godland are protected by
administrative immunity. Diarch's civil rights names in Sweden are Ditta Rietuma and Leif Erlingsson, and in
Latvia - Dita Rietuma.
BE IT KNOWN that administrative immunity applies to any konns /-as of any indigenous peoples of the
world.
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